Beginnings (original language: Oorsprong)
Video triptych & installation celebrating the life of ancient trees.
The side walks of the canals of Utrecht are decorated with huge beautiful old plane trees.
Recently, many of these trees had to be trimmed and some even cut down because they
were literally bursting out of the pavement. Every day I passed along these poor arm less
creatures, wondering what they have seen in their long lives.
Over the years these trees have met so many people who were passing by, looking up at
them or enjoying the shade. People, who have grown away from nature, people who,
because of technological progress, are now looking down on their mobile devices. We
come and go but the trees survive. We find in them the past, the present and the future of
our existence.
The video is shown on a special screen created with recycled materials of the trees that
are represented in the film. Three transparent boxes hold the materials; Ginkgo leaves,
beech nut shells and plane bark, all painted white so we can see the film on them.
The sound design for Beginnings was created by Temo Gonzalez Moreno. He went out to
the locations of the trees to record the surroundings and human sounds. With the
recordings he composed a soundscape. The Dom church tower can be heard at all
locations in the medieval centre of Utrecht, a sample of the bells is included.
Technical details
3 transparent boxes, hanging from chains.
size per box
: 110 cm X 56,5 cm X 5cm
total size
: 169,5 cm
Contents box 01 (left)
: Ginkgo leaves, painted white
Contents box 02 (middle) : Beech nut shells, painted white
Contents box 03 (right)
: Plane bark, painted white
The boxes need to be tight together, the projection is mapped on the contents of the boxes
Size projection: 170 cm X 95,3 cm, mapped to match from bottom of the boxes.
Optional: projection from both sides. In that case a second video has to be installed on the
back. This is an edit from the film on the front so the titles in the film match the contents of
the boxes.
Screeners
Beginnings, in exhibition
Beginnings, film alone

: https://vimeo.com/201511060 password: Ginkgo
: https://vimeo.com/199666095 password: Ginkgo

Other information
The project was financed with the help of the cultural department of the city of Utrecht.
Contact: info@carambolasfilms.com
Download promotional package: http://udoprinsen.com/press_folder_beginnings.zip

